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ABSTRACT
The perception of depth in images and video sequences is based on different depth cues. Studies have considered
depth perception threshold as a function of viewing distance (Cutting & Vishton,1995), the combination of
different monocular depth cues and their quantitative relation with binocular depth cues and their different
possible type of interactions (Landy,1995). But these studies only consider artificial stimuli and none of them
attempts to provide a quantitative contribution of monocular and binocular depth cues compared to each other
in the specific context of natural images. This study targets this particular application case. The evaluation of
the strength of different depth cues compared to each other using a carefully designed image database to cover
as much as possible different combinations of monocular (linear perspective, texture gradient, relative size and
defocus blur) and binocular depth cues. The 200 images were evaluated in two distinct subjective experiments to
evaluate separately perceived depth and different monocular depth cues. The methodology and the description
of the definition of the different scales will be detailed. The image database is also released for the scientific
community.
Keywords: Depth perception, monocular, binocular, depth cues
1. INTRODUCTION
The perception of depth refers on different sources of information: the monocular and binocular depth cues. The
evaluation and modeling of perceived depth as a function of these cues have received a lot of attention in the
field on psychophysics. Considering the evaluation of depth as a function of depth cues, one can quote the work
of Bu¨lthoff and Mallot,1 Levell,2 evaluating the relation between binocular disparities and shape from shading,
Ernst et al3 regarding haptic and binocular disparities, Girshick and Banks,4 Johnston et al,5 Hillis et al6 regard-
ing texture gradient and binocular disparities, Landy et al7 regarding texture gradient and kinetic depth, Wang
et al.,8 Held et al.9 regarding blur and binocular disparities. These studies focus either on slant perception or
more generally on specifically designed signals rendered via computers such as boxes, disks, meshes, cylinders,
spheres, etc. This is one of the restriction that this paper attempt to overcome. Coming from a different commu-
nity, this paper will address the case of natural images and describe the limits of traditional subjective methods
used in psychophysics to this particular study case.
Regarding the modeling, a key reference is the work of Landy et al10 which recall the two main types of
models for depth cues fusion into the overall depth perception: the “weak ones” considering the independence of
the different depth cues resulting in the linear combination of each individual depth cues and the “strong ones”
which allows any types of interaction between depth cues. A new methods was also proposed: the “modified
weak fusion” (MWF) which consists of a linear model allowing only one type of interaction: the cue promotion.
The cue promotion is a scaling factor applied to one particular depth cue based on parameters determined from
the other depth cues.11 Bayesian models are also very famous for the combination of sensory inputs.4 These
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models can be considered either as weak- or strong-fusion approaches depending on the hypothesis made during
the definition of the model. In the current paper only linear models will be considered due to their popularity
and their good performance in previous studies.
The paper is organized as follow: Section 2 provides information on traditional subjective methods for
evaluating depth perception and the contribution of each individual depth cue to the overall depth. It will also
provide information on the limits of such methods for the particular study case of natural images. Section 3
describes the different subjective experiments which have been conducted for answering to the proposed research
question: evaluating subjectively depth cues and study how to combine them. This section will be divided into
three subsections, one will cover the definition of the scales and the two other subsections will provide information
on a different experiment to evaluate respectively the overall depth and the monocular depth cues. Section 4
provides information on the result of subjective experiments. Finally, Section 5 will conclude this paper.
2. SUBJECTIVE TEST METHODOLOGIES
2.1 State of the art methodologies
In order to be able to study the combination of different depth cues into the overall depth perception it is needed
to have accurate methods for subjective evaluation. This subsection presents different measurement methods
reported in the literature. A first method is proposed by Gogel.12 The idea behind the method is to evaluate
the perceived position in depth in an indirect manner using parallax issues. Indeed, if the observer changes his
position laterally the objects will appears to shift laterally. The shift is proportional to their distance in depth
to the screen and direction of the shift will also be dependent of their position relatively to the display: the shift
will be in the same direction as the observer if the object pops-out of the display and will be in the opposite
direction if the object is in the zone behind the display. By measuring the displacement and considering the
viewing distance it is possible to have a measurement of the position in depth of the objects.
An alternative is proposed by Bu¨lthoff and Mallot.1 The idea of this methodology is to ask to the test
participants to align several dots on the presented 3D image which is the result of the combination of different
monocular and binocular depth cues. The test participant can only adapt the binocular disparity of these dots
defining then equivalencies between binocular depth cues only from the dots and the combination of different
depth cues on the image (binocular disparity and shadings1).
Another type of approach consists in matching the signal under study to another reference signal. This can
be done for example by adapting depth position of markers using only the binocular depth cues and make them
match to a surface under study depending on both monocular and binocular depth cues. Another alternative is
described by Johnston13 which is similar to the quality ruler14 asking test participants to evaluate the test signal
on a well controlled scale of other stimuli. Participant should then select which one of the reference stimulus
corresponding best to the stimulus under evaluation. The references stimuli can be as described by Johnston13
different cylinder having continuous curved surface and having different range of depth and the test stimuli are
different patterns of randot stereograms.
Other alternatives consist in comparing two different stimuli by a forced choice between different presenta-
tions. The different presentation having different properties. These properties can be the larger expansion in
depth as in Landy,10 or which is the tallest as in Ernst et al,3 or which has the biggest slope as in Girshick et
al.,4 or which is the orientation of the rotation: clockwise or counter clockwise in Braunstein et al.15 In the work
of Dosher et al16 the task was a forced choice between two different options to explain their understanding of the
scene: is the stimulus perceived as a cube or as a truncated pyramid? What is the first direction of the rotation
they saw: left or right?
Another approach is to let test participants describe the normal vector to the surfaces as was studied by
Stevens and Brook.17 The concept behind this methodology is to ask test participants to define the normal
vectors of the surface under study. Alternatively Van Ee18 let test participant adjust the orientation of lines to
describe the slant of the stimulus (a 3D plane).
Another alternative letting more freedom to the test participant is proposed by Tittle and Braunstein19 who
asked the observers to report the depth-to-height ratio of the stimuli under study.
Rogers and Graham,20 chose to increase gradually the amount of binocular disparity and let test participants
report from which level of binocular disparity they can perceive depth in the proposed stimulus: randot dots
describing an oscillating surface in depth.
Finally, another approach can be found in the litterature as presented by Bruno and Cutting21 which consists
in asking directly to the test participants to evaluate the perceived depth between objects on the rating scale. In
the particular case of the study of Bruno and Cutting21 a scale from 0 to 100 was used, 0 meaning no distance
between objects and 100 being the “maximal exocentric separation”.
2.2 Limitations in the context of the proposed study case
This study focuses on the evaluation of depth from monocular and binocular depth cues in natural images. The
use of natural images makes the task particularly difficult since it becomes difficult to define the amount of each
depth cue as usually done in psychophysics studies. It is then needed to evaluate how strong each considered
depth cue are in order to enable the study of how they affect the overall perceived depth. This comes with a
second difficulty: the fact that we may omit to evaluate depth cues which are in the pictures and used by the
test participants to evaluate the perceived depth. To limit this, all the different depth cues described by Cutting
and Vishton22 will be considered.
The evaluation of the monocular depth cues is challenging; most of the previously described methodologies were
designed to evaluate the overall depth perception and not the individual depth cues. Indeed, these individual
depth cues could be obtained thanks to the design of the experiment, and there was no need to evaluate these
depth cues individually. The methodologies presented in the last subsection which enable the evaluation of the
monocular depth cues are forced choice between a certain number of options and the evaluation on a numerical
scale.
Unfortunately, to enable having a quantitative evaluation of particular scale through a forced choice approach,
a large number of comparisons is required. Indeed either the Bradley-Terry model or the Thurstone-Mosteller
model23 requires a full pair comparison matrix and then N×(N−1)2 comparisons per scales with N the number
of stimuli. Optimized approaches are possible using the square design approach24 and a well chosen square
matrix.25 However, considering that natural images were chosen and then the difficulty to define precisely the
quantitative amount of monocular depth cues in the stimuli, a large number of images was selected: 200. Then
even using the square design approach, the number of required comparison is still too high to be done in a
subjective test.
This paper restrict then the study to the evaluation on a scale using the absolute category rating (ACR26).
3. SUBJECTIVE TESTS
In this study three different subjective experiments have been conducted. One targeting the evaluation of the
overall depth in stereoscopic still images, and one targeting the evaluation of monocular depth cues in 2D still
images.
3.1 Image database
In order to evaluate the contribution of monocular depth cues to the overall depth perception in natural images
it is necessary to select images having different intensity for each monocular depth cues.
3.1.1 Definition of the scales
Seven different depth cues were considered in this study. Each of them were explained to subjects by a written
description, a schema, and several examples. Each of the scales will be described in this section.
The linear perspective Please evaluate the linear perspective (Figure 1) taking into account if there are clear
visible vanishing lines within the image and if these vanishing lines contributes to the perception of the different
depth layers in the scenes. This depth cues is stronger as clear linear perspective is visible.
The relative size Please evaluate the relative size (Figure 2) by considering if there are repeating objects in
the scene which appears with difference size. You should not use your knowledge about the size of the individual
objects for the rating. The rate should depend on the number of occurrence an object appears with different
size. This depth cue is stronger when objects are repeated with a lot of time at different size.
Figure 1. Linear perspective Figure 2. Relative size
The texture gradient Please evaluate the texture gradient (Figure 3) based on the fact that there is a texture
within the image (more generally you can consider the repetition of patterns) which become finer when the
distance to the camera increases. This depth cues is stronger when there is a strong variation of the granularity
of the texture or pattern.
The interposition Please evaluate the interposition (Figure 4) based on the number of overlapping objects in
the scenes. The overlapping of one object over another provides the ability to order the position in depth of the
objects. Please evaluate the interposition considering how the number of overlapping object helps to be aware
of the absolute position in depth of the objects using all the interpositions. This depth cues is stronger when
there is a lot of objects overlapping at different absolute position in depth.
Figure 3. The texture gradient Figure 4. The interposition
The light and shades Please evaluate the light and shades (Figure 5) based the presence of a light source and
the resulting shades which helps to apprehend the shape of the objects. This depth cue is stronger when there
is a light source which enables to see the real shape of the object which would have appeared flat otherwise.
The areal perspective Please evaluate the areal perspective (Figure 6) based on the effect of the atmosphere
in the image. For example, objects which are far away will have a color close to the color of the sky. This depth
cue is as strong as there is a smooth transition of the color of the sky to the elements in the background which
usually do not have this particular color of the sky.
Figure 5. Light and shades Figure 6. Areal perspective
The defocus blur Please evaluate the defocus blur (Figure 7) based on the variation of the sharpness at
different location of the image explicating variation of the distance of the object to the focal point of the camera.
This depth cue is as strong as there are strong variations between the sharp and blurred area in the images.
Figure 7. Defocus blur
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Figure 8. Example of matrix defocus blur / binocular depth
3.1.2 Image selection
To perform the image selection process, around 409 images with a large variety of content were evaluated by two
expert observers on the 7 different scales as described in the previous subsection on a five grade category scales
depicted in the Figures 1-7 and an evaluation of the binocular depth quantity on a five grade scale. The images
were taken from different open source image and video database27–34 and images extracted from newly shot video
sequences using a Panasonic AG-3DA1E twin-lens Camera, and new images shot with a Fujifilm FinePix Real
3D. After being evaluated on the different scales, it was decided to select four depth cues which will be studied as
independently as possible: the linear perspective, the relative size, the texture gradient and the defocus blur. For
each of these four depth cues the images were selected such that the score for the six other monocular depth cues
was as small as possible and the values of the monocular and binocular depth cues range uniformly distributed
from 1 to 5. This results in a matrix of five by five images as shown in Figure 8. Such matrix is then defined
for the four previously mentioned depth cues. This results in selecting 100 different images. Considering that
the pre-test phase used for the selection of images is only made with two expert observers, it was decided to add
a repetition of each combination of monocular and binocular depth cue to increase the robustness of the image
selection process and the likelihood to get the expected combination of monocular and binocular depth cues.
This finally results in 200 images.
3.2 Evaluation of binocular depth
The evaluation of the binocular depth quantity was performed in a first subjective experiment. The 200 still
images were used at the highest quality available and did not have any visible coding artefact. Multiple open
image and video database, or new recorded content with a video camera or camera the images were used
and have many different image formats; The images coming from the camera having an aspect ratio of 4:3 were
downscaled from the resolution 3648x2736 to 1440x1080 and were inserted in a uniform gray frame of 1920x1080.
The images coming from the database 3DIQA27,28 where slightly smaller than 1920x1080 and were then centered
in a uniform gray frame of 1920x1080. The other images having natively the resolution of 1920x1080 were kept
in their original format. The images were presented on a 3D stereoscopic display: Samsung UE46F6500, 46”
smart TV with active glasses and a native resolution of 1920x1080. The viewing distance was set to 3H, and the
test lab environment was according to the ITU-R BT.500-12 recommendation.35 Twenty observers attended the
experiment; their vision was checked, and it was assured that they passed the color blindness test (Ishihara test)
and the depth perception test (Randot stereo test). The observers were trained using five different images with
different values of depth quantity. During the training phase the observers had the opportunity to ask questions.
After the training had finished, the observers were asked to rate the 200 images on the amount of perceived
depth. The methodology used was Absolute Category Rating (ACR). Perceived depth was rated on a discrete
eleven grade scale from 0 to 10 with the labels “very high”, “high”, “medium”, “low” or “very low” - perceived
depth respectively at the position 9, 7, 5, 3, 1 on the scale.
3.3 Evaluation of monocular depth
Following the discussion provided in Subsection 2.2 the evaluation of the monocular depth cues was performed
using the Absolute Category Rating method on a five grade scales to evaluate the seven scales corresponding
to each individual depth cue. The test participant were given the instructions described in Subsection 3.1.1,
this includes the text describing the depth cues, the pictograms showing the different amount of depth cues and
the examples images. The 200 images had the same HD resolution, as described in subsection 3.2 and were
displayed on an 9.6 inches iPad 4 with a native resolution of 2048x1536. The images were presented on the
top of the interface and were as large as possible and the different scales were represented as pictograms below
the image under evaluation. Figure 9 shows the test interface of the application. Test participants evaluated
each individual depth cue by selecting the pictograms. The application switched then automatically to the next
scale. Test participants were able to edit a previous rating. Once all the seven scales were evaluated, a button
appeared allowing the test participant to switch to the next image. For this test, no time constraint was given.
The instructions were printed allowing the test participant to refer to them anytime they wanted. For this
test, 8 experts in video or audio quality assessment participated to the test. The devices were given to the test
participant and the test was performed in a non controlled environment. On average, the test requires 3 to 4
hours and was completed in several sessions within a week at the convenience of the test participants.
4. RESULTS
4.1 Analysis of vote distribution
First, regarding the scores from the 3D viewing session for the 200 images, a histogram built by rounding the
mean score over the observer per images to the closest integer value can be found in Figure 10. The purpose of
this histogram was to have a view on the distribution of the scores. 50% of the images were rated with a score
higher or equal than 5. A Jarque-Bera test shows that the distribution of the subjective scores is not normal at a
Figure 9. Subjective test interface
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Figure 10. Histogram of depth scores from the 3D viewing
session
95% confidence. Similarly, the histogram of the monocular depth cues scores is depict in Figure 11. The selection
of the images was done such that the distribution of the monocular depth cues linear perspective, relative size,
texture gradient and defocus blur were meant to cover the entire range. The minimum score for each depth
was not frequently used, and the average scores for each depth cue span from 1.5 to 5. For a particular depth
cue, it was expected by design that 160 images would have only small amount of this particular depth cues
corresponding to the first bin, 10 images would be voted with slight, medium, advanced and strong depth cue
respectively, filling the bins 2,3,4 and 5 with 10 samples each. This would have been one of the conditions of a
good separation between the depth cues: one depth cue which change of value in a controlled manner from 1
to 5 while all the other depth cues are kept to a minimum value. This kind of result has been achieved for the
defocus blur. The areal perspective depth cue shows also a similar pattern. The texture gradient follows this rule
to a lower extent. Regarding the linear perspective and the relative size, the distribution is more uniform, this
shows that the image selection did not succeed to decorrelate the increase of other depth cues and the increase of
relative size or linear perspective. For example the selection of images increasing the amount of texture gradient
may have resulted in images having higher amount of relative size. Figure 4.1 depicts the Spearman correlation
between the monocular depth cue scores. The correlation values are low, and indicate that the depth cues scores
have only little relation between each others. The correlation values however support the discussion about the
unexpected distribution of the linear perspective and relative size scores which have a higher correlation between
each other showing that these two and the texture gradient and interposition may have shared some images even
though the correlation values are too low to be conclusive.
4.2 Relation between monocular depth cues and overall depth scores
One of the objectives of the study is to evaluate if in the context of the use of natural images it is possible to
show the effect of monocular depth cues on the overall depth score values. One strong limitation of the study
is due to the use of natural images which results in the absence of ground truth for the binocular depth cue.
Indeed, the subjective data coming from the test in stereo mode described in Subsection 3.2 provides the results
of the depth score rating resulting from the combination of monocular depth cues and binocular depth cues.
And the test from the subjective test described in Subsection 3.3 only provides monocular depth cue scores. The
binocular depth cues themselves could not be controlled as usually done in psychophysics studies since natural
image content was used. It is then only possible to use statistics about depth maps and content characteristics
as described in previous studies36 to retrieve information about the binocular depth cues.
To analyse the contribution of the monocular depth cue, for each depth cue, two categories are created: one with
a low value of the particular depth cue and one with a high value of a depth cue. Let Ω be the set of all images.
DCc,high is the set of images such that the depth cue c is high. And ∀I ∈ Ω, DCc(I) is the value of the depth
cue c for the image I.
DCc,high = {I ∈ Ω|DCc(I) > 3} (1)
DCc,low = {I ∈ Ω|DCc(I) ≤ 3} (2)
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Figure 11. Histogram of monocular depth cues scores. The vertical line provides the average value of the depth cue.
LP RS TG I LS AP DB
LP 1.00 0.42 0.26 0.054 0.074 -0.13 -0.17
RS 0.42 1.00 0.434 0.54 0.0081 0.27 -0.18
TG 0.26 0.48 1.00 0.22 0.024 0.24 -0.12
I 0.054 0.54 0.22 1.00 0.0016 0.24 -.010
LS 0.074 0.0081 0.024 0.0016 1.00 -.078 0.11
AP -0.13 0.27 0.24 0.24 -.078 1.00 0.10
DB -0.17 -0.18 -0.12 -.010 0.11 0.10 1.00
Figure 12. Spearman correlation between monocular depth cues; LP: Linear perspective, RS: relative size, TG: texture
gradient, I: Interposition, LS: light and shade, AP: areal perspective, DB: defocus blur
To study the effect of a depth cue c on the overall depth, the differences between the overall depth score of the
sets of images IS1(c) and IS2(c) are studied. IS1(c) is the set of images where the depth cue c is high and all
the other depth cues are low. IS2(c) is the set of images where the depth cue c is low and all the other depth
cues are low.
IS1(c) = DCc,high
⋂
i∈{′LP ′,′RS′,′TG′,′I′,′LS′,′AP ′,′DB′}\c
DCi,low (3)
IS1(c) = DCc,low
⋂
i∈{′LP ′,′RS′,′TG′,′I′,′LS′,′AP ′,′DB′}\c
DCi,low (4)
Unfortunatly, an ANOVA cannot be performed for each depth cue c in order to compare the depth scores be-
tween the two set of images IS1(c) and IS2(c) because the residual of the linear model using only one factor
does not fulfill the normality requirements. As shown in Figure 4.1 the correlation between the scales is low,
a PCA applied to the data confirms this result and shows that the explained variance increases linearly with
the number of support vectors. It is then difficult to decrease the dimensionality. A linear model using all the
different variable with no interaction term is then suggested. Using a Jarque-Bera test, it is possible to confirm
that the residual error of such model is normal. Table 1 lists the coefficient of the model. It is then possible to
apply an N-Way ANOVA to explain the overall depth scores as a function of the monocular depth cue scores.
Only the interposition (F=20.75,p < 0.01) and the defocus blur which is on the borderline was found to have
a significant effect (F=3.92,p=0.049). Followed by the texture gradient (F=2.24,p=0.13) and “light and shade”
(F=1.6,p = 0.20) which were not significant on a 95% confidence.
model = a× LP + b×RS + c× TG+ d× I + e× LS + f ×AP + g ×DB
a b c d e f g
2.00 0.44 0.97 2.86 1.41 1.48 1.21
Table 1. Linear model between depth cues
4.3 Limitations
As mentioned previously, one limitation of the study is dependency to the binocular depth cues which can be
hardly evaluated individually in natural images. During the design of the experiments, statistical analysis of the
depth map characteristics were done36 to have a high variety of content’s stereoscopic properties, but it remains
a factor which needed to be mentioned. An extension of this issue is also the limitation of the study to the
particular instantiation of the problem, even though it was targeted by design to cover as much as possible the
different monocular depth cue scales. These are limitations that the authors are aware of but which could not
be avoided in the targeted challenge.
5. CONCLUSION
The objective of this paper was to reproduce studies done in the field of psychophysics but in the particular case of
the evaluation of monocular and binocular depth cues in natural images. These are preliminary results and details
the methodology and questions which have been addressed to tackle this challenge. The different methodologies
for the evaluation of depth were explained, but considering the type of stimuli used in psychophysics studies
they were not adapted in the particular context of this paper. An alternative methodology was then used and
a definition of different scales for the evaluation of monocular depth cues in images was proposed. Various
analysis were performed to check the influence of monocular depth cues on the overall depth scores and to see
if the methodology used could perform such task. Statistical differences could be seen for the particular case of
the interposition and defocus blur depth cues, but not for the other depth cues. The image database including
subjective scores will be made available on request to the first author, these can be used for example to study
depth in 3D images, but can also be used for the investigation of other aspects such as the effect of coding on
depth perception, the acceptance of 3D, the relation between monocular and binocular depth cues and depth
quality issues, visual comfort and any other topics related to 3D quality of experience.
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